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: Contributors to This Issue

Contributors to This Issue
,
I.

NELDA SEWELL is an' Albuquerque poet who has made an especia interest of Indian lore and life.
I

CLYDE KLUCKHOHN is an associate of th4i! School of American Res
and a faculty member in the ",Department of Archaeology and
'thropology. of 'the University of New Mexico. "Hopi and
ajo" is a chapter of Professor Kluckhohn's' forthcoming
Beycmd the Rainbow, a sequel to an earlier volume, To the
oj the Rainbow.
•,
GRACE TAYLOR MITCHELL fulfills the rumors of a notebook of
in her possession with two. of the poems. She has also
her hand to essays.

J AMES FULTON ZIMMERMAN is the President of the University of [New
Mexico. ,A member of the' Carnegie commission to investigate
and' report upon the political and sociological questions of EJrope
in 1931, Dr. Zimmerman has since served as president 0 the
Southwestern Political Science Association and has taught and
lectured in the field of social science.
MARY GARDNER is a student or the University. of New Mexico ~ hose
poetry has' appeared in the QUARTERLY a number of times. She
is contributor this year to an anthology of American college Terse.

,\

l'

HENRI WIGNY is a distinguishe"d Belgian, the governor of one ot the
districts of ROtar.Y Internationa.l. This fascinating acc.ount
his
American trip is available to QUARTERLY readers through its ranslator, .Dr. John D. Clark, of the magazine's Editorial
oard.

~hO.

V AN DEUSEN CLARK is a New Mexico poet
makes his hole in
Deming. He is a graduate of the University ·of New Mexico•
.\

MAUD USCHOLD is a poet of ,Illinois, two of whose contributions were'
printed in the February \~agazine. .
•
'

\.

MAUD DAVIS CROSNO has writte~ ~or the QUAR.TERLY ~fore. A grf.uate
of the University of New Mexico, she makes her reside ce in
Albuquerque where the *riting of I10etry .is an obligato to r an
escape from teaching school.
"
.
.
,
SARAH CROXTON lives in Klamath Falls, Oregon; her stories have
appeared in. The Southern' Literaf"IJ Review and other magazines.

~ili~

ALFRED CARTER, of the English faculty of the New Mexico
Institute, has appeared as a contributor of poetry ;nd reviJws to
this magazine. "The Kneeling Nun" is part of a longer poem
of personal memories connected with Silver City.
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